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Agenda

• Background

• 5-business day core launch screening period 

• Frequently Asked Questions
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Background:
What are Advisory Submissions?

• Advisory submissions can be either voluntary or required:

– Promotional Materials Submitted Voluntarily for Advisory Comments

• Firms have a voluntary opportunity to submit promotional materials to OPDP for advisory 
comment before the dissemination or publication of those promotional materials. 

– Required Submissions

• Some product types and/or products approved under certain pathways may be subject to a 
regulatory requirement to submit their promotional materials to OPDP prior to dissemination 
or publication (e.g., Accelerated Approval products). 
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Background:
What are Launch Advisory Submissions?

• OPDP Divides Advisory Submissions into Launch or Non-Launch:
– Launch materials are draft promotional materials that are intended for 

dissemination or publication by a firm during the launch phase.
• Voluntary Request for Advisory Launch Submission:

Applicants may voluntarily submit draft promotional materials to OPDP during the launch phase 
(i.e., the first 120 days that an FDA-approved product, indication, delivery system, formulation, 
dosage form, dosing regimen, strength, or route of administration is marketed to the public) for 
review and comment before dissemination or publication. 

• Required Launch Submission: 

One example of a required launch submission is an Accelerated Approval Launch. Unless 
otherwise informed by the Agency, applicants being considered for accelerated approval must 
submit to the Agency, during the preapproval review period, copies of all promotional materials, 
including both promotional labeling and ads, intended for dissemination or publication within 
120 days following marketing approval. 

– Non-Launch materials include draft promotional materials submitted to OPDP for 
advisory comments outside the launch phase. 
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Core Launch Advisory Materials

• OPDP categorizes launch advisory materials into core and non-core 
launch materials. 

• Section IV.C.1 of the guidance titled, “Providing Regulatory 
Submissions in Electronic and Non-Electronic Format—Promotional 
Labeling and Advertising Materials for Human Prescription Drugs” 

(OPDP Electronic Submissions Guidance), provides a list of what 
core launch materials generally include.

https://www.fda.gov/media/128163/download
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Core Launch Advisory Materials

• OPDP’s review and comment process on proposed core launch materials assists firms 
with their initial basic launch introductory messaging. 

• However, some recent core launch submissions have presented challenges for OPDP 
and firms: 

– lengthy comment letters from OPDP delivered in a suboptimal timeframe for firms

– highly nuanced claims and presentations that are not limited to claims based solely on the 
information contained in the PI, information from the registration trials, or publications 
directly related to those trials

– hundreds or even thousands of pages of references, requiring extensive review and 
prolonged consultation 
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5-Business Day Core Launch Screening Period

• OPDP has updated our core launch review and comment process  
– Added a 5-business day core launch screening period 
– Clarified what OPDP considers to be core launch materials for purposes of its 

review timing
• To be within the bounds of what OPDP intends to review under the process we 

describe for “core launch advisories,” those submitted materials should:

– Be limited to claims and presentations based solely on the information 
contained in the PI, information from the pivotal/registration trials, or 
publications directly related to those trials

– Be a true representation of the core introductory messaging for the product
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5-Business Day Core Launch Screening Period 

• Launch screening assessments confirm:

– Core launch

– Complete submission

– Annotations that clearly identify the source of support for 

each claim

• 5-business days, starting on the business day of receipt
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5-Business Day Core Launch Screening Period  

• By the end of the 5-business day period, OPDP will 

notify the firm if the submission: 
• is non-core launch or non-launch

• needs an Amendment or Reference Document as described in 

the OPDP Electronic Submissions Guidance 
– Amendments and Reference Documents will be assigned a new 5-

business day core launch screening period once received by OPDP

• does not include annotations that clearly identify the source of 

support for each claim

https://www.fda.gov/media/128163/download
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5-Business Day Core Launch Screening Period  

• If no such issues are identified, the firm will not

be contacted 

– Core launch review will begin on the 6th business day

after the submission was received
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5-Business Day Core Launch Screening Period

• Goals 

–Provide timely feedback to firms

–Ensure submissions are complete 

and reviewable

–Maximize use of OPDP’s resources
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Frequently Asked Questions

• New FAQs have been added to the OPDP website that address 
the core launch review process, as well as the following:
– What does an annotated core launch piece look like?
– If a firm’s piece presents information not contained in the PI but that may 

be consistent with the PI, will OPDP consider the core launch advisory 
submission to be complete if it does not include a CFL analysis?

– How do consults influence core launch advisory response times from 
OPDP?

– How does OPDP prioritize the review of non-core launch materials?  
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Frequently Asked Questions

• What does an annotated core launch piece look like?

– Section VI.F.3 of the OPDP Electronic Submissions Guidance describes how to 
annotate promotional materials.  

– Sections VI.G.2 and VI.H of the OPDP Electronic Submissions Guidance describe 
annotating product labeling and references, respectively. 

– Additionally, a link to an annotated mock promotional piece is included in the FAQ 
on the OPDP website.

https://www.fda.gov/media/128163/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/128163/download
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• If a firm’s piece presents information not contained in the PI but that 
may be consistent with the PI, will OPDP consider the core launch 
advisory submission to be complete if it does not include a CFL 
analysis?

– Yes.  A core launch advisory submission will be considered complete even if it does not include 
analyses of the three factors described in the guidance titled, “Medical Product Communications 
That Are Consistent With the FDA-Required Labeling — Questions and Answers Guidance for 
Industry” (CFL Guidance).  However, if a sponsor chooses to submit its analysis in order to support 
the sponsor’s assessment that the claims and/or presentations are consistent with the FDA-
approved labeling, OPDP will consider it. 

– A CFL analysis can be provided within the annotated version of the promotional piece.  A mock 
promotional piece annotated to include a CFL analysis is linked to the FAQ on the OPDP website.

– If a claim or presentation is supported directly by the PI, please reference or annotate to the PI.

Frequently Asked Questions

https://www.fda.gov/media/102575/download
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Frequently Asked Questions

• How do consults influence core launch advisory response times from OPDP? 

– Firms are reminded that if a launch advisory submission is designated as “core,” 
the 45-calendar day response goal does not include consultation time outside of 
OPDP.  

– Materials with claims and presentations not derived completely and directly from 
the FDA-required labeling for the product may require consultation with other 
experts within the FDA, which will result in a longer turnaround time for 
comments from OPDP.  

– Firms should build longer overall response times into their launch implementation 
plans if they ask for advisory comments on core launch materials that include 
such claims and presentations.
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Frequently Asked Questions

• How does OPDP prioritize the review of non-core launch materials?  

– Submissions of non-core launch materials are discussed in Section IV.C of the OPDP 
Electronic Submissions Guidance.

– While we understand that all materials are a priority for sponsors, OPDP considers 
non-core launch materials to be a lower priority than core launch materials.

– OPDP recommends that firms apply our comments on the core launch materials to 
non-core launch materials.  

https://www.fda.gov/media/128163/download
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Summary

• 5-business day core launch screening period has been added to 
OPDP’s core launch review process, beginning the business day of 
receipt.

• If core, complete, and annotated to clearly identify the source of 
support for each claim firms will not receive notification and the core 
launch advisory review will begin on the 6th business day after receipt.

• Otherwise, reasons why core launch review will not commence will be 
communicated to the firm before the end of the 5-business day 
period.
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Resources

• OPDP guidance for industry titled, “Providing Regulatory Submissions in Electronic and Non-Electronic 
Format — Promotional Labeling and Advertising Materials for Human Prescription Drugs” -
https://www.fda.gov/media/128163/download

• OPDP revised draft guidance for industry titled, “Brief Summary and Adequate Directions for Use: 
Disclosing Risk Information in Consumer-Directed Print Advertisements and Promotional Labeling for 
Prescription Drugs— https://www.fda.gov/media/70768/download

• OPDP guidance for industry titled, “Medical Product Communications That Are Consistent With the 
FDA-Required Labeling — Questions and Answers”- https://www.fda.gov/media/102575/download

• OPDP website FAQs— https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/center-drug-evaluation-and-research-cder/opdp-
frequently-asked-questions-faqs

https://www.fda.gov/media/128163/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/70768/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/102575/download
https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/center-drug-evaluation-and-research-cder/opdp-frequently-asked-questions-faqs
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Contact Information

• For questions on the 5-business day core launch 
screening period, FAQs, or how to submit core 
launch promotional materials

– CDER-OPDP-RPM@fda.hhs.gov

– OPDPeCTD@fda.hhs.gov (eCTD and NextGen Portal 
Questions)

mailto:CDER-OPDP-RPM@fda.hhs.gov
mailto:OPDPeCTD@fda.hhs.gov



